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THE GIANT IMPACT: A NEW PARADIGM FOR THE ORIGIN OF THE GLOBAL CRUSTAL DICHOTOMIES OF THE TERRESTRIAL 
PLANETS. 
Nikolaeva, 0. V., and Klose, K. B. -- Vernadsky Institute, Acad. Sa. Russia, and Smithsonian Astrophys. Obs. 

We try to show that for every terrestrial planet, at global scale, (i) 'there is a dichotomy between basaltic and highland crusts,' as 
argued by Yaroshevsky and Florensky in 1981 ; (ii) giant impacts established the dichotomies, producing highland aust as basaltic aust 
began toappear; (iii) a candidate for testing is Venus. 

FIG. 1 shows the two global provinces found on every terrestrial planet -- highlands (H) in black and basaltic lowlands (0) in white. 
This surface dichotomy reflects a corresponding dichotomy in composition between H and B crusts. There are two end-member spatial 
relationships between B and H crusts (Nikolaeva et al., 1988,90,92): (1) H and B are separated from each other, as on Earth and Mars. 
There is a sharp topographic scarp between H and 8, giving the planet a bimodal hypsogram because transitional altitudes occur only 
along the narrow scarp. This creates a defiat of area at transitional altitudes, i.e. a trough in the hypsogram. (2) B occurs only on H, as on 
the Moon. H and B merge smoothly, making a unimodal hypsometric curve. Venus' unimodal hypsogram is either evidence for a global 
basaltic crust (Head, 1990) (requiring explication of why Venus should be the Q& terrestrial planet lacking a crustal dichotomy); or for a 
dichotomy between B and tesserae (Nikolaeva et al., 1988,90,92). Within the second possibility - supported by discoveries of evoked 
volcanism showing a large austal component (Basilevsky et al.. 1992) -- austal structures might be (1) Earth-like, with M W  of H and B 
spatially separate, but with -equal thickness (Galer, 1991). (2) Moon-like, with B always lying on H. (3) Intermediate, with B lying on H in 
places, and elsewhere lying directly on the mantle. We are exploring this third possibility, studylng the heights, area, perimeter, and 
number of Venus' highlands. Venus' few large tesserae and many small ones, surrounded by low scarps (Nikolaeva, 1988), and 
occurences of ghost tesserae flooded by basalts (McGill, 1990), also support this possibility. 

FIG. 2 Globally, the basaltic crusts of all the terrestrial planets are similar and have similir origin: partial melting of the planets' 
mantles (BVTP). Highland musts also have similarities from planet to planet: H aust is higher-standing, t h i e r  and geologically older than 
B, and in all known cases is feldspathic (Florensky et al, 1981; Warner, 1981; Yaroshevsky, 1987; Lowman, 1989; Nikolaeva et al., 1990). 
However, the origin of H crust IS unclear even in prinaple. FIG. 3. Two schools of thought about the origin of H crust are based on 
different fundamental assumptions. The "classical' school postulates that H forms by igneous differentiation of the mantle (for dear 
examples, see Warren, 1985; Taylor, 1989). The poorly known 'non-dassical" school postulates impact differentiation of impactor and 
target (florensky, 1965; Yakovlev et al., 1982, 1987, 1988; Florensky and Nikolaeva, 1984; Gerasimov et al.. 1985; Rekharsky et al., 
1990). At present neither of the two models can be proven or disproven. 

FIG. 4 illustrates that the formation of feldspathic material by igneous differentiation requires a basalt t h r e s W  be overcome. In 
order to aoss this border, either fractional crystallization with gravitational differentiation within a magma ocean, or preexisting B aust 
differentiated later to H (most workers for Earth) have been suggested (e.g., Wood et al., 1970; Warren, 198589). In most 'classical' 
theories for Earth, preexisting 6 must may differentiate to H. FIG. 5 shows, however, that impact differentiation has no 'basalt threshold.' 

FIG. 6 shows that giant impacts, such as those that Masted out the largest basins on the Moon, may have caused the crustal 
dichotomies of all the terrestrial planets. There is inaeasing evidence that a giant impact produces a vapor plume, a disequilibrium mixture 
of melt, plasma, gases, and fragments of solid (Melosh, 1989, 1990). The vapor plume is a short-lived, dynamic, unstable system open to 
space. Processes in the plume, such as chemical interactions and phase transformations, and properties of the target phnet, such as 
mass, may combine for strong differentiation of the material in the plume. Currently, not even estimates are available for such plume . . 
processes. We hypothesize that ia the vaoor 0 

out to be H-t materials produced this way are planetary-specific due to 
planetary-speafic environments. Large impacts are known to produce both by shock melting and by ueating long-lived 
thermal and dynamic instabilities in planetary mantles. These instabilities dearly could cause a surfaca dichotomy and predetermine much 
of a planers subsequent history, induding basaltic aust accumulation. Many workers have noted ths (especially French, 1971 ; Whittaker, 
1981: Wilhelrns, 1983; Grieve and Parmentier, 1985; Schultz, 1988). 

Our research proposal: Giant the a- of the -v of the 
olanets. Differences among the planets' crusts mean that on each world, H and B crusts have their own specific histories, dwacter, and 
volumes. 

JFSTINL Thii paradigm is difficult to test. Experimental tests meet the problem of scale, mpu te r  modeling necessarily 
oversimplifies the subject, planetological observations face the complexity of natural bodies. An immediate test seems to be the surface of 
Venus. Venus has a unimodal hypsogram, like the Moon with its aborted endogenic history. Venus is far more active than the Moon but 
still an order of magnitude less active than Earth (Basilevsky. 1990). With almost no exogenous resurfacing and the possible absence of 
global plate tectonics. Venus may preserve some archaic features reminiscent of lunar ones. 

FIG. 7 graphs planet size vs. largest known impact structure. Two striking observations point to a test of the paradigm: The 
large planets are missing observable large impact waters compared to the smaller planets. This may be due both to their larger gravity and 
hotter depths, causing a very different initial morphology of large impact craters and a stronger and longer-lived endogenic response to 
large impacts. On Venus, in the missing range of larger and larger craters, a size series from impact craters with triggered volcanism to 
unusual quasi-arcular volcanic features induced by impact should be found. Second. On the Moon, Mars, and Mh, giant impact-built 
features have been reconstructed and interpreted as giant locuses of impact-induced endogenous response (refs in Fig. 7). Their 
diameters turn out to be comparable with the diameters of the corresponding target planets. Fig. 7 shows that on Venus, such a giant 
quasi-arcular basaltic plain should also be reconstructable. We propose to find its surrounding structural elements involving feldspathic 
tessera massifs. 

Even if our predictions are confirmed, this will not be a decisive confirmation of the giant-impact differentiation concept. But it might be 
a stimulus for further exploration in amrdanca with Melosh's 1989 prediction, 'Study of the geological and physical effects of the vapor 
plume may yield unexpected rewards.' 
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